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Summary
 This article examines a range of  poetic works that favour repurposing, 
collage, montage, misuses of  language and formal procedures as 
translational procedures. It suggests that these procedures enable 
innovative thinking about retranslation. By analysing and defining 
their characteristics in terms of  forms, poetics and aesthetics, this 
article also discusses whether they should be framed as translations, 
or as symbolic reappropriations of  the object called “translation”.

Résumé
Cet article examine une série d’œuvres poétiques qui privilégient 
le collage, le montage, ou le détournement comme procédures de 
traduction. Il suggère que ces dernières permettent une réflexion 
innovante sur la retraduction. En analysant et en définissant leurs 
caractéristiques en termes de formes, de poétique et d’esthétique, 
cet article questionne aussi si elles devraient être considérées comme 
des traductions ou des réappropriations symboliques de l’objet 
appelé « traduction ».
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 The operation and theorisation of  translation have occupied 
an important role in the work and practice of  French poets1: from 
Joachim du Bellay’s distinction between “translation” and “imitation”, 
through Mallarmé’s technique of  “calque” (Mallarmé, 2003, 174) 
to Yves Bonnefoy’s recent approach of  translation as “noyau de 
présence” (2000, 11). Twentieth-century debates about poetic 
translation often revolved around the issue of  the “untranslatable”, 
opposing those in favor of  “domestication”, a translational practice 
that lessens the strangeness of  the source-text for the target-text, 
against the proponents of  “foreignization”, a process that involves a 
deliberate disruption of  the conventions of  the target language2. By 
contrast, recent poetic practices seem to adopt the radical strategy 
of  “displacement”3. Emblematic of  this new turn is a practice of  
translation – deeply informed by the historical and Neo-Avant-
Gardes (sound, visual, concrete poetry), as well as by conceptual and 
digital arts – that yields to collage, montage, plundering, repurposing, 
blatant “misuses of  language”, “mondegreens” (Goldsmith, 2016, 
5) and other translational procedures. This article examines some 
of  these works in French, defining their characteristics in terms of  
forms, poetics and aesthetics. It suggests that these procedures give 
rise to new ways of  thinking about retranslation, and also discusses 
whether they should be framed as translations at all, or instead as 
symbolic reappropriations of  the object called “translation”.

 In 2014, the American poet and enfant-terrible Kenneth 
Goldsmith published a short yet provocative essay, entitled Against 
Translation: Displacement is the New Translation. In this essay, Goldsmith 
examines the shortcomings and deadlocks of  the construal of  
translation as “an approximation of  discourse that produces new 
discourse”, essentially “off-register” (Goldsmith, 2016, 1). Against 
this model, Goldsmith advocates the strategy of  “displacement”, 
which consists in deterritorializing/reterritorializing ambient 
linguistic, social and political signifieds within other environments, 
forms and objects. Displacement stands against the ethical and 
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humanist approaches that are often bound up with translation theory 
and praxis. One of  the more notable instances of  this is the idea of  
translation as a paradigm of  linguistic hospitality (Paul Ricoeur, 2004), 
but such humanism also includes the understanding of  translation 
as an “irenic”, devoid of  conflicts and violence (Samoyault, 2020, 
10-11), or else as relying on economic negotiations (translation 
rights) and socio-interpersonal bonds (friendship, politeness). 
Displacement puts forward a different politics of  translation that is 
characterized by a “playful anarchy”, theft and distortions:

Displacement is rude and insistent, an unwashed party 
crasher — uninvited and poorly behaved — refusing to leave. 
Displacement revels in disjunction, imposing its meaning, 
agenda, and mores on whatever situation it encounters. Not 
wishing to placate, it is uncompromising, knowing full well 
that through stubborn insistence, it will ultimately prevail. 
Displacement has all the time in the world. Beyond morals, 
self-appointed, and taking possession because it must, 
displacement acts simply—and simply acts. 
Displacement never explains itself, never apologizes. 
(Goldsmith, 2016, 2-3)

Aware that the logic of  displacement – the flux (and flow) of  goods, 
words, things, ideas and data – is at the core of  late capitalism and 
that such a model thus runs the risk of  being “perfectly adopted 
to the semioticization of  the capital, and thus to the conceptual 
turn of  capitalism” (Steyerl, 2012, 42), Goldsmith (not without 
contradictions) attributes another currency and valence to 
displacement. He advocates hacking apart the various discourses 
that make up our mediasphere, through repurposing, cutting-up, 
deviations and overtly bad translations. This process creates new 
concepts, sensations and perceptions that are central to a praxis of  
resistance to socio-economic determinism (“shattering language 
into pieces as a political act. Picking them up and putting them back 
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together the wrong way as an act of  liberation.” Goldsmith, 2016, 
5). Experimental translations have a long genealogy that can be 
traced back to Dada, Surrealism, the OuLiPo and concrete poetry. 
Yet this practice, which has historically played a rather tangential 
role in poetry, has seen a resurgence of  interest in the contemporary 
period. Through the reappropriation of  source-texts, many poets 
stage, repurpose, aggregate, restructure or remediate them, in order 
to produce new “anonymous and authorless” (Ibid, 15) translations. 

 Before engaging in theoretical discussions concerning 
their impact and significance, I would like to sketch out some (non-
exhaustive) categories of  these approaches in French. 

1.
The first grouping concerns “montage as translation”. This approach 
involves taking stock of  a source text and then redistributing it in 
a different fashion. Michelle Grangaud’s Poèmes fondus (1997) is an 
intralingual translation (“une traduction de français en français”), 
a montage of  various texts that produces a shorter poem from the 
sampling of  source-texts; Caroline Bergvall’s Via: 48 Dante variations 
(2005) is a compilation of  various English translations of  the 
opening verses of  Dante’s Inferno, from 1805 to the 2000s; David 
Christoffel’s Littéralicismes (2010) is a cut-up of  automatic translations 
that shows how machine translation can elicit unexpected semantic 
and stylistic disruptions. These works invite us to reflect on how 
the reappropriation of  source-texts to different ends and formats 
makes translation into an ecological practice, which triggers new 
reading environments, contexts and forms of  legibility.
2.
The second group focuses on “redescription as translation” and 
relies heavily on intersemiotic practices, such as shifts in notational 
systems and genres. In Flip-book (2007),  Jérôme Game verbally 
redescribes a range of  famous film scenes, transposing cinematic 
techniques into prose (most notably jump-cuts, zoom, travelling and 
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hors-champ); Eric Suchère offers an image-to-word translation of  
Hergé’s Tintin comic books in Mystérieuse (2013); Grégory Chatonsky 
investigates in various works how a range of  materials, images, 
sounds and texts can be translated and reevaluated in the context 
of  coding technologies; whilst Franck Leibovici explores the way 
in which found materials can be redescribed in other notational 
systems (dance notation, sheet music, diagrams and so on). 
Translation between different media, formats or notational systems 
elicits certain properties from the original that often go unnoticed4. 
These works show that it is by translating into a different medium 
that qualities of  the original become more not less apparent; and it 
is also a justification of  more ‘creative’ processes of  translation 
namely, they enable us to apprehend the ‘original’ more acutely than 
the original itself.
3.
A third category is what I would call “Ctrl+r translation” (refreshed 
translations). Although this practice occupies a rather tangential 
place in French poetics, it involves re-translation of  a source text 
by operations of  literalization (translating metaphors literally, for 
instance), simplifying syntax and actualizing vocabulary and frames 
of  reference. Stéphane Bérard has applied these principles in 
various works. His ‘nouvelles traductions’ of  Charles De Gaulle’s 
memoirs (2011) or of  Mein Kampf (Mon Combat, 2013) seek to show 
how their re-actualisation can shed light on public debates (anti-
Semitism, national identity, Algerian war), thus linking the practice 
of  translation to “Kairos” (Berman, 6).
4.
The fourth set entails adopting or coining ‘translational procedures’, 
i.e., applying new constraints to a source-text, in order to generate 
new translational practices and texts. This is a wide-ranging category 
that can encompass a large body of  works, such as Christian Prigent’s 
craducson (2015) (homophonic translations of  Latin authors that 
seek humourously to uncover the inherent obscenity of  language) 
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and Jacques Jouet’s retranslation in verse of  Molière’s Bourgeois 
gentilhomme (2017). The OuTransPo, a group of  experimental writers, 
have created a range of  new translational constraints (as discussed 
further in this essay) that permit novel approaches to translation 
practice and theory, and to the interaction between translation and 
“uncreative writing”. 

Unlike traditional approaches to translation, these various 
“displacements” – from one context to another; between regimes 
of  signs, genres, media and formats; within the same language 
(intralingual) or between languages (interlingual); or through the 
application of  internal or external formal procedures – propose a 
conception of  translation that moves away from a linguistic and 
culturally oriented approach. Instead, the approach is a pragmatic 
one, in which language is primarily conceived in terms of  “use”, 
rather than as an immediate vehicle for “meaning”. Importantly, 
these works often tend to discard the logic of  equivalence, 
transparency, correctness and faithfulness that is part of  the ethical 
responsibility of  the translator. They challenge principles of  
hierarchy, the authority of  a voice and the sacredness of  the original 
text, in favour of  a purely materialist and subjective understanding 
of  translation. Such a model departs from the doxa of  translation 
(as a mode of  capturing the original, an activity that deciphers 
meaning and reproduces it within the target language) and from 
dualist views of  language (the idea of  language as a closed system, 
the assumption of  an arbitrary relationship between the signified 
and signifier, or, rather, of  a reality behind language). Rather, this 
array of  methods suggests an understanding of  translation as a 
“language-game”: a practice in which language is first and foremost 
staged and dramatized. Through various poetic operations, be 
they spatial, contextual, or formal, these works challenge the very 
ideas of  “origin” and “authenticity”, in favour of  “radical artifice” 
(Perloff, 1991). In this way, they show how meaning is elicited 
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precisely through displacements. This departure from the idea of  
an encoded meaning within language, elicits another politics of  
translation, whose goal is to exemplify how language works, how it 
can be used as a tool to convey certain effects and how it is linked 
to action, echoing Wittgenstein’s views on language: “for a large class 
of  cases of  the employment of  the word ‘meaning’ – though not for 
all – this word can be explained in this way: the meaning of  a word 
is its use in the language” (Wittgenstein, 2009, §43).

Translation as Language-use 
The work of  Bergvall strikingly illustrates the importance of  
displacement as a new translation paradigm, as well as an emphasis 
on “use” rather than “meaning”. Bergvall, who is of  Franco-
Norwegian nationality and writes mainly in English, explores the 
issue of  translation at length in her works, through exercises in 
self-translation, literalization of  French expressions in English, 
multilingualism and linguistic hybridization. In 2005, she published 
Via: 48 Dante Variations, which compiles and retranscribes the opening 
lines of  all the British Library’s English translations of  Dante’s 
Inferno, from Rev. Henry F. Cary’s translation (1805) to Armand 
Schwerner’s Cantos from Dante’s Inferno (2000). This project is guided 
by two contradictory goals: one the one hand, Bergvall pays homage 
to Dante, as one of  the first writers to have invented a new use of  
poetic language, through the mixing and short-circuiting of  elevated 
and ordinary vernaculars. On the other, Bergvall acknowledges – in 
an expression that echoes Adorno’s critique of  the way mass culture 
bequeaths art “to the consumption sphere” and “[improves] the 
quality of  its commodities” (Horkheimer and Adorno 2002, 107) 
– that “the act of  translating Dante had become something of  a 
cultural industry” (Bergvall, 2005, 64). Bergvall, refusing to take 
part in this economy, instead seeks to capture the dynamics of  mass 
culture through the frugal practice of  retranscription. Although 
Goldsmith is right to posit that Bergvall acts as “a translator by 
simply recasting pre-existing texts into a new poem that is entirely 
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her own” (Goldsmith, 2011, 193), her work is more like that of  an 
archivist. Through the self-imposed constraint of  retranscribing all 
the inaugural terza rima, Bergvall reminds us of  the fact that copying is 
both an essentially bodily experience that requires repetition, error, 
a back-and-forth process and an astute attention to the materiality 
of  the signs, as well as inherently poetic (emphasis on spelling, size, 
spatial disposition across the page which is essential to the work 
of  poetry). Moreover, insofar as the transcribed verses are the 
most well-known verses of  Dante’s poetry, Bergvall’s practice of  
transcription ultimately provides an oblique critique of  a literary 
cultural industry dominated by “fair use”. A section of  the poem 
reads as follows:  

11.   In a midway of  the journey of  our life
       I found myself  within a darkling wood,
       Because of  the rightful pathway had been lost.
         (Rossetti, 1865)
12.   In our life’s journey as its midway stage
       I found myself  within a wood obscure
       Where the right path which guided me was lost
        (Johnston, 1867)
13.  In the middle of  the journey
       of  our life
       I came to myself
       In a dark forest
       The straightforward way
       Misplaced.
        (Schwerner, 2000)
        (ibid, 68)

This technique of  reciting, as in “citing again” and “saying aloud” 
(as in the various performances of  this piece)5, conveys a poetic 
and heuristic value to the poem. Poetic because of  the chorus (the 
repetition of  the stanza); heuristic because the gathering of  disparate 
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and fragmented data transforms the poem into a “poetic document” 
(Leibovici, 2007), i.e., an apparatus driven by rationalization and 
objectification. The poem thus becomes an “index” that alters 
the experience of  reading: statements are classified alphabetically 
rather than chronologically; samples are not arranged linearly 
but tabularly, thus shifting the poem into a database. Through 
these operations of  displacement – from one site or context to 
another, from translation to archiving, but also from invention to 
copy – Bergvall invites us to reflect on the power of  iterability as a 
transformative process. Bergvall’s ‘retranslation’ manifests the poem 
as a process. ‘Understanding the poem’ no longer means identifying 
a transcendent meaning, but joining an infinite process. Iterability 
enables a shift at a systematic level and yields to a kaleidoscope of  
perceptions: we move from “midway” through “midway stage” 
to “the middle of  the journey”; from “darkling wood” to “wood 
obscure” and “dark forest”; from the active voice to the passive 
voice; from punctuation to an absence of  it; from terza rima to free 
verse.

Repetition is difference but also metamorphosis. In his recent 
essay, Clive Scott likens metamorphosis to montage, insofar as both 
are “motors of  a modern esthetic of  translation” that, interestingly, 
“do not operate in the world of  meaning” (Scott, 2018, 144). Whilst 
metamorphosis is associated to the Deleuzian idea of  “becoming,” 
montage “makes a host of  different times and spaces available” 
that can be “inserted in the target text” (ibid, 144). Yet Bergvall’s 
metamorphosis differs from that of  Scott. In the wake of  Mallarmé, 
the Futurists and concrete poets, Scott thinks translation through the 
indexation of  elements external to the source texts: through mixed 
fonts, handwriting, ink etc., in an astonishing hybrid and multimedia 
practice of  translation. By contrast, Bergvall’s metamorphosis 
operates “within language” (or perhaps “in the middle” of  language, 
to allude to The Inferno’s incipit) and through the active practice of  
montage. 
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This practice captures something essential and political 
about the poetics of  translation and the function of  writing. Firstly, 
by taking a sample from the whole, through spatial and temporal 
“cuts”, Bergvall stops words in their tracks to let them mirror and 
surface. Such displacement reveals the simulacrum of  language: it 
overturns the idea that language serves to express ideas, identities 
or posit resemblances. Compilation makes us aware of  the various 
competing and yet incommensurable versions of  the “same” 
utterance, revealing that language is never identical to itself, but 
is characterized by deviation and dissimilitude. Yet, perhaps more 
strikingly, compilation also makes us aware that translation is a marker 
of  social power. If  it is true that in the translations in question, 
the translators have simply tried to come up with contemporary 
expressions that capture or seize the feeling voiced in Dante’s text of  
being lost, hopeless or desperate, Bergvall’s compilation nonetheless 
uncovers how translation is constantly worked over by super-
individual forces, be they political and social fractures, linguistics 
variations, idiolects, taste and affects. By entitling this piece “Via”, 
whose meaning in English explicitly alludes to displacement, but 
also denotes “by way of ” or “by means of ”, Bergvall makes us 
aware of  the fact that translation is a space where language functions 
like a tool, but also that it is through language-games that political 
ramifications are revealed.

The fact translation is a site where language-games 
operate has important consequences within a wider set of  poetic 
works, which transform source-texts in various ways through 
the application of  formal – syntactic, lexical and/or phonetic – 
procedures. Numerous authors appropriate source-texts to change 
the rules of  language, explore differences of  tone and register, as 
well as question the limits of  the transparency and referentiality of  
language. The common ground between these works is that they 
seek to translate what is usually considered secondary, meaningless, 
residual, or indeed forbidden in the practice of  translation, with the 
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most notable case of  the latter being “l’identité littérale” (Samoyault, 
2020, 181). Samoyault sees in this practice of  defamiliarization, a 
symptom of  a “tournant sensible” in French cultural production 
(ibid). In emphasizing the materiality of  the text over meaning, 
that is sensation over rationality, these works capture or exaggerate 
aspects of  the original that often go unnoticed, such as “coloris” 
and “sonorités” (ibid, 184). In this way, they ultimately show how 
the function of  words can be independent of  meaning and how use 
is meaning. 

This is particularly the case in même=same (sui generis), a 
text that hews closely to Gertrude Stein, Vincent Broqua puts 
translation practice to the test. In a play on the double meaning of  
‘sui generis’ (what is one of  a kind, but also what is unclassifiable), 
Broqua focuses on single words (i.e., a seme) rather than sentences, 
in order to examine the limits of  equivalence between French and 
English, and also show how the apparent resemblances between 
words can give rise to interesting associations, tensions, paradoxes 
or unexpected formulations. The inaugural poem functions as a 
statement of  intent: 

la même    =  the same
un sème              =  a seme
semer  =  to sow
un sceau                =  a seal 
(Broqua, 2013, 1)

By mimicking a schoolbook translation exercise or, rather, by 
parodying the linguistic componential analysis that is typical 
of  structural semantics, Broqua seeks neither to analyse the 
components of  semes in isolation, nor to uncover their underlying 
meanings. Rather, he conceives of  translation as a “sowing 
practice”, a space of  dissemination, stratification and rhizomatic 
proliferations. Successive recontextualizations of  semes not only 
trigger unpredictable combinations, but also exemplify differential 
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marks within (and between) languages:

un sceau = a seal = un phoque = folk =
gens = people = peuple= poplar = peuplier
= pas céder = possession= possédant= notice teeth =
remarque l’accroc = remakes a crook = 
(ibid, 8)

As he explores patronymic translations and the draughts of  
polysemy, Broqua goes far beyond purely homophonic translations, 
encouraging readers to investigate the potential virtuality of  
meaning within semes and beyond them. These “bad” or perhaps 
idiotic translations may seem at first sight overtly playful, but they 
nonetheless trigger a reflexive awareness of  the mechanisms of  
language and the practice of  translation. Not only does the spatial 
disposition of  words across the page transform the text into a 
kind of  deforming mirror, but the “infrathin”6 materiality of  the 
booklet that can be folded and unfolded, further contributes to 
the production of  diffracted reflections. Through this process, it is 
not only language that mirrors, but also readers, the translator and 
translation itself. We are left with questions: can translation happen 
without a hitch or infringements (“accroc”)? Is the translator a 
“crook” that never gives in (“pas céder”)? Or is translation an idiotic 
exercise (“sceau” echoes “sot”), yet also an opportunity to unlearn 
traditional epistemologies and thus generate genuine discoveries 
through disjunction or mishaps.

 Homophonic translations are often a matter of  nonsensical 
puns, or else part of  a Cratylic project, which seeks a reconciliation 
between sound and meaning that refutes the alleged arbitrariness of  
the linguistic sign. But they can also, as in Jacques Roubaud’s work, 
perform a mnemonic function. His retranslation of  Victor Hugo’s 
“Demain, dès l’aube” offers a singular instance of  “traduction 
phonique avec permutations”:

De Meung d’Eylau malheur si blond où l’accompagne
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par jeu, Tyr, Ève, oie, tue. Sais-je, quête, où m’a tant
Régi là par faux rets, régi là par ton Magne
Ne puis-je, heureux de mai, loi, pointer ton luth lent. 
(Roubaud, 2018, 59, cited by Samoyault 2020)

Roubaud’s intralingual translation provides a remarkable illustration 
of  the fact that poetry is memory of  language (both in the sense 
of  poetry is language as memory and poetry is the memory of  
language), but also an exercise of  the faculty of  memory and a 
cycling of  forms. Phonetic translation brings to the surface a whole 
network of  references, be they linked to the realm of  poetry (the 
poet Jean de Meung, the “luth”, a collage of  the famous holoryme 
verse “la tour Magne à Nîmes”, composed by Marc Monnier and 
misattributed to Hugo), or else historical, mythological (“Tyr”) and 
other literary references (the battle of  Eylau, revisited by Balzac 
but crucially by Hugo also in Le Cimetière d’Eylau). It also enables 
Roubaud to reproduce the same mètre of  the original source-text 
– the alexandrine – to the extent that elements of  the original 
remain present and active in the reader’s memory. If, however, the 
adoption of  the alexandrine quickly creates expectations of  what 
is yet to come, as the ear expects what follows to be like what has 
been before, Roubaud’s retranslation is also carried out by linguistic 
estrangements. In mimicking a deliberately outdated, quasi-medieval 
syntax (namely, through negative clauses, subject-verb inversions 
and other peculiarities of  word order) Roubaud transforms the 
source text into a sheer stuttering (“par jeu, tyr, Ève, oie, tue”) that 
is also an ode to lost words. Retranslation reveals how the unfamiliar 
can arise from the familiar and give rise to new “jeu[x]”in the “faux 
rets” of  language. 

Retranslation or New Conceptualism?
Each of  these instances demonstrates that operations of  displacement 
can take various forms and differ in terms of  techniques, scope 
and goals. Scholars, however, have often referred to these works as 
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“creative”, “poetic”, “queer” or “experimental” translations (Robert-
Foley, 2020, 405), whilst not agreeing upon the most appropriate 
qualifying terms. For Lily Robert-Foley, the common denominator 
between these works is that they “challenge the norms and doxa 
of  current translation practices”, namely “fidelity, equivalence, 
accuracy, transparency […] and legibility” (ibid). Sophie Collins, for 
her part, sees in these practices “the potential to challenge dominant 
perceptions of  poetry translation, whether due to the source texts 
from which they derive […] or through the kind of  strategies 
applied’ (Collins, 2016, 20). Yet, should these works even be framed 
as “translations”, or rather as symbolic reappropriations of  the 
“object” called translation, as retranslations or conceptual writing? 
On the one hand, the “translational” metaphor remains particularly 
suited to describe these works, as they are all driven to varying 
degrees by a translational process: elements arising in one locus enter 
new, potentially transformational logics and combinations as they 
are “trans-lated”. On the other, however, these works have strong 
affinities with proceduralism and conceptualism (reappropriation of  
a source-text, repurposing, formal constraints, emphasis on process 
over finished object, concept over invention). Such a paradigm may 
suggest a shift from a literary-hermeneutic approach to translation, 
to one that is increasingly legible as conceptual-experimental7. 

  “Conceptualism” and “literature’” have often tended 
to be viewed in opposition. Yet, in recent years, they have been 
perceived more as interactive elements, to the extent that scholars 
have even spoken of  a ‘littérature conceptuelle’ (Mougin, 2019, 
314). Conceptual art emerged in the mid-1960s as a movement 
born out of  the historical avant-gardes and came to prominence 
in the wake of  the “linguistic turn”. Conceptual artists challenged 
our understanding of  art by decontextualizing objects from their 
original environment and also by appropriating found language, 
whether one thinks of  the importance of  tautologies, statements, 
or definitions in the work of  Joseph Kossuth and Lawrence Weiner. 
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Conceptual artists understood aesthetic experience as a work of  
the mind and explored, just like proceduralism, how concepts 
can often be more relevant than finished objects, thus raising 
the importance of  process, context and situated aesthetics. In 
recent years, contemporary conceptualist writers have suggested 
stark differences between their work and that of  conceptual 
artists active in the 1960s. For Christine Wertheim, conceptual 
writers resist “aestheticism” (Price, no date), as they attribute an 
ethical function to conceptual writing: namely, to repurpose, in a 
context of  infobesity, ambient discourses or documents so as to 
produce new formats, classifications and significations (Goldsmith, 
Leibovici). For Jacquelyn Ardam, conceptual writers “challenge us 
not to view or read only conceptually, but to read or conceptually 
as well as aesthetically” (ibid). In terms of  practice, Beaulieu proposes 
a typology of  four kinds of  conceptual writing, which includes 
“aleatoric texts (a text without a human author), the illegible text 
(unreading in any conventional sense of  the term), the mannerist 
text (one based on the exaggeration of  some literary device or rule) 
and the readymade text (intended for some purpose other than 
poetry but turned into a poetic performance” (Beaulieu, 2015). One 
could add “retranslation” to this taxonomy, as a practice that can not 
only combine all the aforementioned features, but also allow new 
procedural techniques and practices. This is particularly obvious in 
the case of  the OuTransPo, a group founded in 2012 by Camille 
Bloomfield, Rachel Galvin and Pablo Martin Ruiz. Like the OuLiPo, 
this group follows procedural rules that are applied to translation, 
not necessarily to create new texts, but to retranslate pre-existing 
materials (Trump’s tweets8, videos, statements, etc.), thus forging an 
alliance with ‘uncreative writing’ (Goldsmith, 2011). Their work is 
driven by the need to create a new set of  translational procedures, 
some of  which include those discussed earlier in this essay. Whether 
it consists in “microtranslation” (translating a text on a micro level, 
by removing what is superfluous) or the opposite “extrotranslation” 
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(paraphrasing extensively the meaning of  a source-text), their 
approach seeks to alter not only the source- or target-text, but also 
the apparatus used: the protocols and goals of  translation. They 
present themselves as follows: 

The Outranspo is an Ou-X-po whose acronym stands for 
‘Ouvroir de Translation Potencial’, enacting in its very name 
the idea that translation is a stammering reservoir of  sublime 
– though totally incestuous – marriages between languages, 
the creative, un-lucrative site of  glowballization, the very 
crucible of  a universal potentiality for human and cultural 
interaction.  (Bloomfield, Galvin, Ruiz, 2012).

 The major novelties of  the OuTransPo are four-fold. First, the 
group presents itself  as truly multilingual and collaborative, rejecting 
the quaint idea of  translation as a solitary act and the conceit of  
conceptual writing as cold, devoid of  emotion and affect. Secondly, 
their perspective is resolutely “inclusive”, as they are open to a 
diversity of  forms, voices, identities and discourses. Thirdly, their 
work also acknowledges that translation is also violence and an 
imposition of  norms. Finally, their understanding of  conceptual 
or formal constraint, almost paradoxically, stands against the idea 
of  autonomy and the erasure of  the writing subject. In their work, 
constraints involve formal proliferations (new texts) and viral ones 
(political implications), thus echoing the ‘anthropophagic reason’ 
of  poetic displacement (as put forward by concrete Brazilian poet 
Oswald de Andrade), as a way to “rethink socio-political power 
dynamics and the race-based oppression that language is enmeshed 
with as they cut up and resituate texts, play with mistaken identities, 
and employ the cannibal as a figure of  resistance to the colonial 
matrix of  power” (Galvin, 2014).

 Evidently, talking of  conceptual translations is by no means 
easy or risk-free. Conceptual translations could easily be criticised 
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as boring, meaningless, or indeed opportunistic, as the value of  the 
“new object” could often simply derive from its relation to a prior 
object that has value. The works under scrutiny are all characterized, 
to certain degrees, by paradoxes and manifest the bewildering 
ambiguity of  translation. On the one hand, they invite us to think 
about how operations of  decontextualization/recontextualization, 
as well as poetic operations (montage, compilation, school-book 
exercises and formal constraints), become an essential part of  
retranslation. On the other, they confront us with the fact that 
translation inevitably happens when we move across contents, fields 
and sectors. Furthermore, they uncover how conceptualism and 
hermeneutics are not necessarily distinct and can come together. In 
Bergvall, the author reveals how iteration discloses something about 
linguistic behaviour as such as and how translation is always worked 
over by forces and power. In the case of  Broqua, readers are invited 
to reflect on the logic of  equivalence and on when translation 
functions and dysfunctions. Turning to Roubaud, his homophonic 
translation makes apparent the latent properties of  language, the 
power of  imagination and memory, thus questioning the very idea 
of  an “original”. Finally, OuTransPo reveals how the invention of  
new translational norms allows the emergence of  praxis. A common 
emphasis on “use” rather than “meaning” confers a performative 
dimension on these works that demands reflexive attention, 
rather than interpretation. They invite us, each time otherwise, to 
reflect on the use and symbolic functioning of  language, and on 
the fact that there is no essence to translation, but only states, 
practices and displacements, and that retranslation always involves 
recontextualization. Their work show that translation is never 
completed once and for all, and that the very nature of  translation 
is iterability. They invite us to reconsider the “source text”, and how 
the practice and conceptualization of  translation mutates according 
to the tools available. Against the crystallization of  meaning, the 
authority of  the translator and the “grande traduction” (Berman, 2), 
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these works remind us of  the ephemeral nature of  translation, the 
importance of  freedom and constraint, the heuristic power of  errors, 
the primacy of  spatial and temporal displacements. Above all, they 
suggest that perhaps we now live in the age of  retranslation. After 
all, as Goldsmith observes “displacement, once obtrusive, becomes 
the new normal – at least until the next upgrade” (Goldsmith, 2016, 
22).

University of  Manchester, U.K.

___

1 For an overview of  this question, see Lombez, 2016.
2 On this point, see Venuti, 1995.
3 In the German context, see Telge, 2019.
4 See Barda, 2019.
5 See, for instance, a performance of  this piece: https://soundcloud.com/
carolinebergvall/via-48-dante-translations-mix
6 Broqua wrote a theoretical essay on Duchamp and the Infrathin (Broqua, 
2013). His translation practice seems to explicitly alludes to this frame of  
reference.
7 My special thanks to Michael G. Kelly for discussing this topic with me.
8 See Bloomfield and Robert-Foley, 2017.
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